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EC Sunrise Summit & Wild Camping in Snowdonia 17-18 June 

 
Come with us on a truly wild Snowdonia adventure - hike through the heart of the Glyderau 
mountain range and camp overnight in a secluded valley.  The next morning, climb to a 
nearby  summit before dawn to watch the sun rise over the mountains. 
 
If you’re looking for a remote but reachable mountain escape this is the way to go – join us 
to experience some real wild camping in a spectacular setting - by camping overnight we’ll 
get these popular mountains to ourselves. To get to our campsite we’ll start with a guided 
hike from the foot of Tryfan, one of the most dramatic and recognisable mountains in 
Wales.  We’ll spend the day winding our way upwards via Cwm Tryfan and onto the 
Glyderau, against a backdrop of beautiful mountain scenery. 
 
As we walk across Glyder Fach we can explore the dramatic rock formations for which it is 
famous such as Castell y Gwynt or “Castle of the Wind” and the cantilever stone.  Ahead of 
us as we trek to Y Garn we’ll look up into the cwm where we’ll be camping and look down to 
breathtaking views of the valleys and lakes below. 
 
We’ll reach our campsite in plenty of light to have dinner and set up for the night, and as the 
sun sets over the hills and the stars emerge we’ll have the view all to ourselves. The next 
morning will be an early start as we go for a pre-dawn hike back up Y Garn to catch the 
sunrise before we cook breakfast together on the mountain. As we make our way back down 
to the base of Tryfan we’ll pass the rugged Llyn Bochlwyd lake, surrounded by heather clad, 
boulder strewn slopes.   
 
You’ll be with an experienced mountain guide for the whole weekend and the group will be 
kept small.  You don’t need to have any prior experience of wild camping or navigating and 
full guidance on what to bring will be provided. 
 
If you've never come on an EC Adventure before, they're informal, friendly and great fun. We 
generally have singles, couples and small sets of friends coming along, from complete 
beginners to adventure professionals.  What we all share is a love for adventure.  Ages tend 
to range between mid 20s and mid 40s but anyone over 18 years old and young at heart is 
welcome. You’ll need to be comfortable carrying a backpack containing all you need for an 
overnight adventure, but the group will walk at the pace of the slowest person and the 
weekend is about spending time in the mountains rather than a route march. 
 

WEEKEND ITINERARY 

 

SATURDAY  

Please arrive at 10:00 in the car park nearest the road at the campsite Gwern Gof Uchaf next 
to Tryfan. 
 
Address: Gwern Gof Uchaf, Capel Curig, Betws-y-Coed, Snowdonia North Wales, LL24 
0EU. Please note the postcode will take you near the campsite but not actually to it, so 
please check a map before you set out. (please note there is a neighbouring farm called 
Gwern Gof Isaf – but this is not the campsite!) 
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Directions: The campsite can be found easily. It is set back from the A5 between Bangor 
and Betws-y-Coed at the top of the Ogwen Valley. The campsite is signposted from the main 
road (do not confuse with the neighbouring farm of Gwern Gof Isaf). 
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Public transport: The nearest train station is Betws-y-Coed, around 10 miles away from the 
campsite. You can take the Snowdon Sherpa bus S6 from outside Betws-y-Coed station, 
which leaves at 09:40 on Saturday morning and costs £1.50 one way. Ask the driver to let you 
off at the road going towards Gwern Gof Uchaf. Coming back you need to get to Llyn Ogwen 
for 15:35 as this is the last bus back to Betws-y-Coed train station. You can see the timetable 
here for full info (look under bus service S6). The buses only run three times a day each way 
so if you miss it you need to call a taxi. We would recommend saving some taxi numbers in 
your phone beforehand just in case. 
 

Many people lift share. If you can offer or need a lift (or just want to say “hi” to fellow attendees), 
then you can do this on the event facebook page here:  
 
https://www.facebook.com/events/1800581216926243/    
 
Closer to the time if you are still struggling then if you let us know where you will be coming 
from and we will give out your details to others in the group by email. We find this works really 
well people are often able to find someone to share a lift with, especially coming from 
Bristol/SW or London/SE. 
 
Your adventure leader will be Jason Rawles. He can be contacted on 07414673822 – if you 
have any problems with arriving on Saturday or any other issues during or just before the 
weekend then please give him a call and let him know. 
 
We’ll start the hike from the foot of Tryfan and spend the day taking in the gorgeous scenery 
as we make our way up to the campsite for the night. We will stop for lunch before continuing 
with the afternoon trek, exploring dramatic rock formations and ridges. We’ll get to the 
campsite before dark and set up to cook dinner looking down into the valleys below. 
 
SUNDAY 
We’ll be up very early to pack up the kit and hike to the top of Y Garn where we’ll watch the 
sunrise and have breakfast on the summit. Then we’ll spend the rest of the morning hiking 
back down to the base of Tryfan, passing some beautiful mountain lakes on the way. We’ll 
aim to get back for around 15:00. 
 
ACCOMMODATION 
You’ll be camping in the wild on Saturday night – it will be peaceful and remote but there will 
be ‘nature noises’ - you might want to bring earplugs just in case you’re a light sleeper! 
 
FOOD 
No food is provided – please bring everything you need. This means enough for lunch on 
Saturday, dinner to cook / eat on Saturday night as you’re camping, breakfast on Sunday 
morning and lunch on Sunday too. We would also highly recommend you bring lots of 
snacks to eat as you’re hiking - but also remember you have to carry everything you need!  
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WHAT TO BRING (everything on the kit list below is essential unless otherwise noted)  

 

CAMPING EQUIPMENT: 
 

 Lightweight Tent 

 Sleeping mat (simple foam mats are cheap and light, thermarest type self-inflating mats 
are more comfortable but more expensive and can burst) 

 3-season sleeping bag (if you are confident of your kit a 2-season sleeping bag might 
suffice)  

 Cooking equipment: Lightweight stove, fuel and pans. 

 Eating utensils: Lightweight mug, bowl, cutlery.  (A thermos is useful but not essential) 
 

Notes:  
If you do not have all the equipment listed above, don’t worry. First ask your friends, it’s 
amazing how much stuff your mates will be able to lend you. Also, some items can be 
shared, between team members which can be arranged on the Facebook event page. It is 
your responsibility to bring or arrange to share the kit you need for the weekend. If you do 
not bring the correct equipment you may not be able to participate in the course, this is for 
your own safety. If you have a spare stove or space in your tent and are happy to share then 
once booked please post on the Facebook event. 
 

RUCKSACK 

Please bring all of your belongings packed in a rucksack that you will be able to carry for the 
weekend.   
 

CLOTHING 

Walking boots with ankle support (NOT trainers) 
Waterproof trousers and jacket 
Hat/gloves/scarf 
Fleece/woolly jumper 
Thermal baselayer top and trousers 
Additional thermal baselayers  
Walking trousers (non-cotton, NOT jeans) 
Socks 

One other full set of dry clothes in a waterproof bag 

Gaitors (useful but non-essential) 
 

OTHER: 
Head-torch and spare batteries 

Any medicines you normally take  
Water purifying tablets or pump (enough for 10 litres) 
Water bottle/bladder (which can hold AT LEAST 2litres)  
Small wash-kit 
Rucksack liner or tough bin liners to waterproof all your kit 
Snacks (nuts, chocolate, biltong, boiled sweets etc) 
Personal first aid kit (non essential)  
Map and compass (non essential) 
 

Remember, if you’re an EC CLUB member you get discounts off kit and more with loads 
of outdoor brands both in-store and online - log in to the discounts section on the membership 
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page with the CLUB password to get the codes you need. And if you’re not a CLUB member 
yet sign up here and get access to all discounts and benefits today! 
 

Please note: 
● If you do not have the right kit you may not be able to participate.  We do have some 

equipment to lend out so contact us well in advance if you need anything. 
● On arrival you will be asked to sign a medical declaration form and provide us with next 

of kin/emergency contact details.  If you have a medical condition or injury that we should 
be aware of please let us know in advance.  Please contact us asap if there is anything 
you think may affect your participation.    

 
Price includes: 

 2 days guided hike in a small group 

 1 night wild camping 

Prices: 
 

 Discounted earlybird price is just £89 CLUB Members** and £99 non-CLUB Members if 
paid in full before 17 April 2017 

 Standard price is £99 CLUB Members** and £109 non-CLUB Members if paid in full after 
17 April 2017. 

Payment confirmation: 
 
You should have received an email from our booking system with the subject:  
 
Booking confirmed - 'Explorers Connect' Saturday, 17 June 2017 09:00 
 
If you have any problems or questions with your booking please email Alex in advance 
(alex@explorersconnect.com). 
 
When you book and have paid in full we will assume you are coming on the trip – please note 
that if you have to cancel your place any monies paid are non-refundable under our standard 
cancellation policy. If you can no longer attend please email Alex as soon as possible so 
we can fill your space from our waiting lists.  
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